Every post 2007 Executive (DR as well as BR) is asking from SNEA & AIGETOA that on what moral ground they want the vote and support of
post 2007 batches. We post 2007 executives would be glad to know a single achievement they have made in past 12 years, exclusively for the
betterment of post 2007 batches or Gate Qualified JTOs, where their own interest is not involved.
If they can’t enumerate even a single achievement for most deprived lot of executives, then on what ground SNEA is projecting
itself a representative of all Executives of BSNL and AIGETOA is projecting itself as a representative of BRs (earlier DRs), as they
have done nothing for post 2007 executives in more than a decade time.
Contrary to resolving the issues of this deprived lot, both these Associations has tried their best in derailing the issues of post 2007 batches,
be it Pay Fixation, Pay-Scale or Promotions, and always used the post 2007 shoulders in the interest of their own core groups, with details as
below:Role of AIGETOA in derailing the issues of post 2007 batches:1.

It has worked against the extension of fitment to post 2007 batches by writing to management in year 2010 that subsequent to JTO 2005
batches are not eligible for fitment (Rs. 22820 starting pay).

2.

It has derailed the passage of E2 & E3 scale by coining and demanding the term Cascading of all scales which involved huge financial
implication. This becomes final nail in the coffin of E2 scale for JTO/JAO cadre and this is the reason why new JTOs and JAOs are getting
basic pay of mere Rs. 16,400 rather Rs. 20,600.

3.

They have openly tried to stop internal MT exams which were the only hope for new and talented executives to reach to the top level of
Management. Here intention is to get the list 8 & list 9 of the AGM promotions to be released first and then enjoy the seniority.

4.

When the Management was willing to conduct clubbed exam for all the vacancy years, they along with SNEA sued it in court of Law and
derailed our promotions. False promises of weekly exams & weekly results have been made by AIGETOA Bakts to misguide 2007-08
batches.

5.

They have not asked for any compensation in CPSE cadre hierarchy for the long residency period of post 2007 JTO batches as these
Executives are in JTO cadre for last 11 years whereas they have not forgotten to mention compensation for their batches who are in
SDE cadre.

6.

They are unnecessary dragging the Ernakulam court case, in their own interest, due to which our DPC has been withheld by
Management. When AIEL issue was raised by AITEEA in year 2016, these selfish leaders of AIGETOA ignored and criticized our points
and now they are bitch-hunting on opening of membership window at every 6 months by alluring members for DPC in the name of
legal opinion or negotiation.

Now let’s come to the acts of SNEA which have hampered Salary, Pay-Scale or Career of post 2007 batch-mates:1.

SNEA as a majority association derailed the 22820 issue for JTOs 2007, 2008 & JAOs 2010 batches by its blind and general submission
before Panda Committee for Pay Parity. This Committee was made by the diligent efforts of AITEEA and Panda Committee itself
admitted that there is Pay loss to these JTOs 2007, 2008 & JAOs 2010 Executives but SNEA has disrupted the process.

2.

Both, SNEA and AIBSNLEA are equally responsible of derailing settlement of E2/E3 scale issue by supporting demand of cascading
raised and initiated by AIGETOA in past.

3.

It was SNEA which in collusion with management has allowed passage of JTO RR 2014 wherein the scale of JTO/JAO Cadre was reduced
to E1.

4.

It were members of SNEA & AIGETOA which have done court cases for year-wise conduction of LDCE and thrown post 2007 batches out
of LDCE in year 2015 just 2 days before the exam.

5.

SNEA and AIBSNLEA are also responsible for derailing our DPC by their involvement in Ernakulum court case and by making status quo
for the same.

6.

SNEA has also not advocated any compensation in CPSE cadre hierarchy for our decade long service in JTO cadre.

Therefore friends, as obvious both SNEA and AIGETOA are equally responsible for derailment of our Pay Fixation, Pay Scale and Promotion
issues. Despite all these sins, these shameless associations are projecting themselves as our well-wishers and are asking for our
votes in upcoming MV. The reality is AIGETOA is an association of pre-2005 batches and SNEA take care of only DoT Absorbees.
Friend ask yourself and these shrewd associations, whether they really deserve your vote and support?
Also these associations are habitual of playing with our emotions and always come up with fake promises on our LDCE/DPC/Scale/Salary,
whenever they need support of post 2007 batches for some agitation or for votes & implement use and throw policy, afterwards. So never
accept their promises in this MV. All their promises are made to break. Hence we appeal to all post 2007 executive fraternity to teach these
mean associations a good lesson in upcoming MV by destroying their dream to be Support and Majority Association respectively. 10,000+
collective votes of post 2007 batches (both DR & BR) can definitely deny them these tags.
So we request all post 2007 batch-mates (DRs as well as BRs executives) to vote collectively for AITEEA through secret voting in
upcoming MV and we assure you resolution of all issues of post 2007 batches with 100% genuine efforts as we AITEEANs are equal
sufferer like you.
TEAM AITEEA

